


Courageous leadership
with an articulated mission

shapes the best Business plan.



Real estate solutions

Interior design
Concept & Quality

Advertising
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We Thank  you

The man behind enduring success, unrivaled leadership style and 
irrevocable strength. Sheikh Mohammed has played a significant role 
in Dubai’s development by developing new economic sectors and 
capitalizing on the emirate’s strength which is continuing to grow 
enormously.

His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum says that 
“maintaining the pinnacle of success is harder than trying to attain it”

Sheikh Mohammed believes that “the best thing a man can do is 
carry out his tasks to the best of his ability while serving his people and 
his country. In his opinion, rank is unimportant in comparison to one’s 
deeds and achievements”

UAE Vice President,
Prime Minister and Ruler of Dubai

UAE Vice President, Prime Minister and Ruler of Dubai 
His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum

“We in the U.A.E. have no such word as ‘impossible’;
it does not exist in our lexicon. Such a word is used by the lazy 
and the weak, who fear challenges and progress”

- Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum



Ms Veena has a keen eye for finance management, her keen 
sense of market analysis, keeps her in good stead for extensive 
planning, under her financial planning, the company has grown 
to be a group of companies

Dinesh Ramchand Extensive experience in international 
Business gives Dinesh a keen sense for identifying key 
investment opportunities, Known as a skilled Director and 
someone that naturally radiates energy and passion. He follows 
strategic measures and judicious attention to details when he 
serves his Investors. Possessing vast experience in business 
has taught him that the best possible result from a service is 
attained with proper team guidance and understanding the 
need of Investors accurately. Mr. Dinesh Ramchand’s thorough 
knowledge enabled Rivera Global deliver its mission of offering 
the ultimate best experience to every Investors negotiator, 
successful Director.

Girish Gurnani Simplifying Business Process is the key for 
optimum use of in-house resources.Mr Gurnani has an 
ingenious leadership style and gives utmost importance to 
excellence and integrity in all faces of Business. Exploring 
new ways to go beyond the expectations of the concerned. 
Mr Gurnani has establishd himself as an excellent business 
development manager passing on his years of experience, skills 
and professionalism to one and all.

The Directors

Dinesh Ramchand
Business Director

Girish Gurnani
Global Business Head

Veena Shriram Chauhan
Director Finance



Our Companies
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An in-exhaustive study of global business environment gives us an edge 
to identify key investment opportunities in real estate, having had our 
business interests in Singapore, Mumbai, Dubai and a brief stint in London, 
we understand the business from an all together different perspective. With 
just over a decade in the business of real estate, currently Riveria Global 
Real estate division currently manages 5 million sq ft of warehouse space 
and over 250 residential and commercial buildings,our core strength is our 
team without their support all of this would surely not have been possible.
 
The company specializes in sales and leasing of residential and commercial 
buildings, including plots for schools hospitals, hotels and other residential 
and commercial projects. 

Feel free to contact us for all your small and big requirements, we assure 
you that we will be able to offer you the best options

Riveria Global Real Estate brokerage
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Our Clients &
Authorised Marketing Partners 
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At Riveria Global we believe in Scope in Scale business module, currently Dubai is the hub 
of all developments, Jafza is one such development, which offers multiple opportunities to 
international businessment o keep pace with the growing scale of business in Dubai and 
throughout the world, JAFZA, the Jabel Ali Free Zone authority has solutions for all the types 
of intustries, be it Manufacturing, trading or service related business. today Jafza offers 
solution to every scale of Business. in collaborating with JAFZA, Riveria Global ensures 
enhanced real estate customer satisfaction by offering exclusive JAFZA Properties with 
attractive cost and tenure. Riveria Global’s fundamental ideology and motive matches with 
JAFZA led to this mutually beneficial business association.
JAFZA Highlights
• JAFZA is free economic zone situated in the Jebel Ali area at the far western end of 

Dubai. Destination of around 6400 organization out of which 120 firms come under 
Fortune Global 500 companies.  

• JAFZA comprises of warehouses, showroom, office units, light industrial units and land; 
appropriate for commercial/industrial business.

• Top class contemporary infrastructure supported by several value additional services and 
inducements. 

• JAFZA has a business climate where aspirations develop along with a pulsating ambiance 
and new prospects are always on their way.

• JAFZA has introduced a new development in Dubai for merchants and traders known as 
Traders Market with 21 million sq.ft area consisting of showrooms, retail, warehousing, 
offices, hotels, and residential units. Merchants operating from this novel development 
will be offered exclusive benefits such as 100% foreign ownership, profits and no 
restrictions on Labour and without any gates or access restrictions and 100% foreign 
repatriation of capital.

For all your real estate requirements Riveria Global can fast track your request and offer 
the best available options. contact us for all your interests in buying selling or leasing of any 
property inside JAFZA.

J e b e l  A l i  F r e e  Z o n e
JAFZA
Collaboration with
Riveria Global
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Takhlees, the document clearing firm from Dubai with an objective to encourage smart 
business growth has tied up with Riveria Global to offer innovative document clearing and all 
Government services to the public.

About Takhlees
Takhlees is owned and operated by a UAE National with years of experience in handling 
government formalities; this firm has dedicated consultants who will take care of all 
procedures and clearance expertise required by an individual/business entity. The 
intricacies of all government transactions are simplified in a fully organized manner. Takhlees 
accelerates the process of any type of documentation or related clearing. Takhlees posses 
complex know how of the region which enables them deliver superior quality service.  
Our professional multi-lingual staff will undertake all services mentioned below and offer 
integrated strategies with flexible solutions tailored to deliver the greatest benefit to every 
type of business firm.

About Riveria Global
At Riveria Global we offer you a simple solution to start and manage your business, we 
introduce you to the right channel to start your business in the simplest way in the shortest 
possible time.

Services Offered:
Ejari      Dubai Court Services      All P.R.O. Services      Land Department Services  
Takhlees Service     Tasheel Services     RTA Services     Attestation     Tourism                        

Why Us?
Credibility: Follows forward thinking strategy and team bases service on remarkable agility 
and transparency by offering the best functional solution within an agreed time period.
Trust: A strong motive to incorporate valuable service by respecting our clients need and 
delivering the highest level of satisfaction possible.  
Ease: Our breath and depth of skills when combined with the latest innovation lets you 
achieve your goal with utmost ease and efficiently save cost and time.  
All your document clearing and government services can be availed at Riveria Global; we 
provide dedicated hassle free experience.

Takhlees
Riveria Global
Business Association with
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Dubai Investment Park
Riveria Global Real Estate Brokers has been very actively involved in Sales and leasing of 
warehouses and Labour accommodation across Dubai, since the very beginning of the Real 
estate opportunity situated across Dubai, from small warehouses in Ras Al Khor  & al Quoz 
to mega logistics warehouses in Jafza and Techno park, and industrial warehouses and Staff 
& Labour accommodation complexes in Dubai Investments park, Jabel ali Industrial and 
Dubai Industrial city
Dubai Investments Park
Dubai Investments Park is a unique, self-
contained mixed-use industrial, commercial 
and residential complex operated by Dubai 
Investments Park Development Company 
LLC. Spread across an area of 2300 hectares 
(with 1,700 hectares leased), it is a city within 
a city offering world-class infrastructure and 
outstanding facilities and services.
A subsidiary of Dubai Investments (PJSC), DIP is 
divided into three distinct zones – each setting 
the benchmark for high quality projects in a 
well planned, fully-integrated master community development. Strategically located within 
minutes from International Airport in Jebel Ali, it is well connected to Dubai’s key business 
districts and can be accessed from both Sheikh Zayed Road, Sheikh Mohammed Bin Zayed 
Road and Emirates Road. As a premier residential and business destination, DIP redefines the 
concept of living and work making it one-of-a-kind development in Dubai.

DIP
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A STRATEGICALLY LOCATED INDUSTRIAL HUB

Dubai Industrial Park is one of the largest industrial hubs in Dubai. The destination was 
established with the objective of fast-tracking growth and expansion of the industrial sector 
in the United Arab Emirates - especially seeking to attract players in the light and medium 
manufacturing sectors with specific emphasis on food and beverage, base metals, transport 
equipment and parts, machinery and mechanical equipment, workshops, logistics, chemicals, 
and mineral products. 
Offering a cost effective and efficient business environment for the region’s manufacturing 
sector, Dubai Industrial Park today serves an enabling ecosystem for investors with 
integrated offerings of industrial land, labour villages, and warehousing facilities. In addition, 
it is also increasingly gaining credibility among companies looking for logistics solutions 
support, commercial office spaces, open storage yards, and retail showrooms with storage 
within the emirate of Dubai. 
Dubai Industrial Park is strategically located next to Al Maktoum Airport and in close 
proximity to the Jebel Ali Port. The City provides a traffic free environment with direct 
connections to Sheikh Mohammed Bin Zayed Road and the Emirates Road, providing easy 
and convenient access to global transportation points via road, air and sea.

Riveria Global has officially tied up with Dubai Industrial Park,
its a Government owned commercial as well as residential hub. 
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Al Quoz is a stretch of Dubai centrally placed between Sheikh Zayed Road and Al Khail 
Road. The area is divided into residential and industrial. The residential areas include Al 
Quoz 1, 2, 3 and 4 to the north, while Al Quoz Industrial Areas 1, 2, 3 and 4 are located 
towards the south. Nearby malls include Times Squareand Oasis Center Malls towards 
Sheikh Zayed Road, and Al Quoz Mall, Al Khail Mall and Grand City Mall further in. Noor 
Islamic Bank is the only metro station in the area and is closest to Times Square Mall.
With dusty clusters of factories, auto shops and labourer accommodation, Al Quoz 
Industrial is one of the oldest manufacturing hubs in Dubai. During work hours it is a 
challenging web of transport containers and identical-looking streets. Low rent and large 
spaces have resulted in gentrification in Al Quoz Industrial 1, where Al Serkal Avenue and 
The Courtyard now host independent art exhibitions, street festivals and performances 
showcasing regional talent. Al Khail Gate is an affordable option for low income apartment 
residences in Al Quoz Industrial 2. 
The quieter residential area villas are close to parks and populated by Emiratis and western 
expats. These can be priced quite high due to the area’s accessibility, though still less than 
villa compounds. 
Where is it located?
Al Quoz is contained by Sheikh Zayed Road to the west, Al Khail Road to the east, Safa Park 
and Business Bay to the north, and Barsha to the south. By car, Dubai Mall and Mall of the 
Emirates are approximately a five to ten-minute drive from Al Quoz residential areas.

Al Quoz
Riveria Global Specialized Real Estate Services in
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Jebel Ali is a port town 35 kilometers (22 mi) south-west of Dubai. The Jebal Ali Port is 
located there. Al Maktoum International Airport has been constructed just outside the port 
area. Jebel Ali is connected to Dubai via the UAE Exchange (formerly Jebel Ali), Danube 
(formerly Jebel Ali Industrial) and Energy stations on the Dubai Metro.[citation needed]
In 1985, the JAFZA was created: an industrial area surrounding the port. International 
companies that relocate there enjoy the special privileges of the free zone. These include 
exemption from corporate tax for 50 years, no personal income tax, no import or re-export 
duties, no restriction on currency, and easy labour recruitment.
Jebel Ali has become the port most frequently visited by ships of the United States Navy 
outside the United States. Due to the depth of the harbour and size of the port facilities, 
a Nimitz-class aircraft carrier and several ships of the accompanying battle group can be 
accommodated pierside. Due to the frequency of these port visits, semi-permanent liberty 
facilities (referred to by service personnel as “The Sandbox”) have been erected adjacent to 
the carrier berth.
Among the infrastructure projects built to support the port and town is the world’s largest 
desalination plant, the Jebel Ali Desalination Plant (Phase 2), providing an ample supply of 
fresh water.
Ras Al Khor Industrial Area  is a locality in Dubai, the United Arab Emirates. Literally meaning 
Cape of the Creek, Ras Al Khor is part of several industrial areas (such as Al Aweer) located in 
the suburban areas of Dubai. The Ras Al Khor Industrial Area comprises three sub-localities:
• Ras Al Khor Industrial Area 1
• Ras Al Khor Industrial Area 2
• Ras Al Khor Industrial Area 3
This is an area which having automobile spare parts sales shops, Automobile service centers, 
Car wash/clinic, Repairing vehicles only. There are no more business or companies in that 
Ras Al Khor industrial Areas.All companies are related to the Auto mobile service/clinic/
workshop/spare parts. Also this industrial area having many warehouse.

Jabel Ali
Riveria Global Specialized Real Estate Services in
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Events

Participation in the International Property Show 2016, was a part of Riveria Global’s 
intention to nurture relationship with the international market, formulate a prescribed image 
or impression internationally and pave its way to success, in fact the first major step towards 
branding Riveria Global as a company with an international inclination. Participation in this 
exhibition offered Riveria Global a new vision of the massive scale of possibilities of real 
estate capitalizations in the international markets, with this major insight, the focus of the 

Participation in
INTERNATIONAL
PROPERTY  SHOW

company management was majorly to fine tune the firm to generate more focused leads and 
expand our network internationally. The event helped the company gain major exposure 
and a platform to showcase the firm’s realty services to people from around the world. The 
professional team at Riveria Global developed friendly atmosphere with investors, industry 
key players, property buyers and attained large lead collection and feedback. Riveria Global 
has network with diverse range of professionals in the industry and aims to stay focused, 
one-on-one marketing to target international investors, also with the existing thorough 
knowledge and innovative set of ideas. Riveria Global has developed access to whole 
industry in one enclosure. Riveria Global will thrive itself further and cover wider market 
around the world and become a ‘one-stop shop’ allowing investors to capitalize and achieve 
utmost satisfaction from the best property deals offered locally and internationally.

Riveria Global
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EventsRiveria Global

Dubai Real Estate Industry in one of the most promising industry of the world, The 
Directors of Riveria Global posses ample knowledge of international business in property 
investments and prefer to leverage from its industry contacts to benefit investors and act as 
a liaison to advocate brokers about the immense investment opportunities currently available 
for investors. The Top Notch Broker meet Co-Sponsored by Azizi Developers was held on 
April 2017 with the sole objective to enlighten brokers on how to guide investors achieve 
their goals in future investment. Since residents of India are major buyers of properties in 
Dubai, the firm was determined to initiate the process from Mumbai. Among the people who 
joined the meeting were people with different experience levels and followed various ways in 
approaching the market. Having set an agenda the company shortlisted prominent brokers of 
Mumbai and conducted an educative meeting for the same. 
Even though 60% of the properties in Dubai were bought by Indians and residents of 
Mumbai, there is majority of Indians still unaware of the investment opportunities available 
in Dubai, they are incognizant of the policies of the governments of both the countries and 
most of the residents of India were still unaware of the availability of freehold property in 
Dubai. So most Indians have a misconception and think all properties ever purchased is 
leasehold and is ultimately owned by the government of Dubai. UAE has a strong, cordial 
relations with India, Riveria Global has organized the meeting to clear a lot of misconceptions 
and eventually to capitalize this buying preference of Indians and educate people about all 
of above, The meeting has cleared up most of the misapprehensions of these brokers, the 
company has planned many more of such educative meetings in the near future in order 
to attain a coherent idea and an unambiguous approach between brokers and investors, to 
facilitate the Indian investors to become more incisive in considering investments in Dubai 
which are highly organized and as well as provide great returns on investments.

Top Notch Brokers Meet
Co-Sponsored  by Az iz i  Deve lopers
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Indian Developer Meet
Award Function

in
cum

>>>>

EventsRiveria Global
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Recognizing talent and their achievements is a core to keep the business leaders 
focused and motivated, The Developer meet cum Awards function was held in by 
ACCOMMODATION TIMES a major real estate publication from Mumbai, The event 
was set up in Hotel Atlantis on the Palm Jumeirah with a plethora of prominent Indian 
developers, to celebrate ambitious real estate professionals. the objective of the event was 
a get together of all top real estate developers from India including Hiranandani Builders, 
Spark Group and many more developers. The function was followed up with an award 
ceremony for top performing developers and they were awarded for their achievement and 
significant contribution in real estate services and for assisting property buyers/investors 

make sound decision. The Award ceremony was presided by 
Mr Vashu Shroff, Chairperson of Indian Business
Association in Dubai, Mr Merwan Al Khindi from Dubai 
Properties, Mr Aqili of Aqili furnishings importers exporters 
also traders of high end furnishings across the world, Mr 
Suresh Galani of Galani International Importers, Exporters 
also traders of high end electronics; the company owns 
businesses in Dubai, Russia, Germany, London; India, Mr 
Kishore Mehta, a prominent businessman from Dubai 
having business interests in Mumbai and Ahmedabad. 
Shortlisted realty experts were nominated and were 
appreciated for their renowned management and quality 
service. Industry experts who stood out among their peers 
shared their knowledge and key insights on how to make 
a difference in the real estate industry. The event ended 
on a note on how to advance real estate innovatively and 
how to raise the bar with a practical approach. The event 
was followed up with an extensive Dubai City tour, Tour of 
Ras Al Khaimah for the developers to offer insight to them 
about the prospects of real estate developments in Dubai.
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The Directors of Riveria Global visited London in 2017 to showcase a bouquet of big & 
medium sized premium investment options in Dubai, with attractive return on investments 
and payment plans. The event was held in the Prestigious British Parliament and was 
presided by the Mayor of London, industry experts used the platform to reach out to the 
investors across the globe. Our directors in London offered real estate consultancy and 
assistance for those who were looking for the best investment options. Chief category of 
visitors included chartered accountants, fund managers who were looking for lucrative ways 
to use the funds of the company or their clients. We were able to assist the fund managers 
to guide their clients and get them the best offers or investment options. High net worth 
individuals and NRIs was interested in safe investment options and business entities in 

EventsRiveria Global

London made use of the opportune moment to get details of properties in Dubai with high 
appreciation value. The event was a unique platform for all delegates and visitors to exchange 
realty based issues and to explore cutting edge investment information. the Directors of 
Riveria Global were felicitated by the Mayor of London for promoting Global Business.

Investor Meet
in London
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Gruhapravesh
Int’l Property Show in Oman

EventsRiveria Global

A grand two day event held in Oman on October 2017 consisted of professional 
builders, realty experts. The highlight of the event was the outstanding properties from 
Dubai. Riveria Global promoted top investment properties located at prime locations 
of Dubai. We contributed our knowledge of real estate to ameliorate property buying 
experience and to cultivate a direct property purchase experience. Our central idea was 
to develop an ease to buy a property in Dubai with complete assurance and satisfaction. 
Riveria Global was able create a perfect environment for buyers and investors to 
network, indulge in intense knowledge sharing, assist buyers explore a wide collection of 
properties and avail them with the best deals.
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Socializing @ Riveria Global
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70109803_43_43

11FREEHOLDSaturday, June3,2017
GulfNews

REAL ESTATE 
INVESTMENT FAQs

Articles from the MD - Riveria Global
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Saturday, April 1 2017

70109803_25_25

11FREEHOLDSaturday, April 1, 2017
Gulf News

REAL ESTATE 
INVESTMENT FAQs

Articles from the MD - Riveria Global
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11FREEHOLDSaturday,April29,2017
GulfNews

REAL ESTATE 
INVESTMENT FAQs

Articles from the MD - Riveria Global
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Our Portals

3villaz.com is a property portal for Property Developers to showcase their real 
estate listings to High Net Worth’s and Investors. The premier real estate website 
has high volume of traffic which makes it a suitable platform to showcase 
your property. Our objective is to set up an international property database 
with distinct quality listings. 3villaz.com facilitates people to buy and sell their 
propoerties by using our exclusive service. The state of art property portal 
has been incorporated with cutting edge web features in line with the current 
technology which makes property listings/searching a hassle free experience. We 
have well experienced team who will assist you explore properties on the portal 
and make your listing experience worthwhile.

Property portal for investors

DIGITALIZING Riveria Global
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If you are a developer or an investor looking to buy land 
to build your property, then Openlandz.ae has the right 
solution for your requirements, we have listings from 
various landlords with land available for sale and Joint 
ventures. The portal offers you a range of land options 
to help you easily decide which suits your requirement. 
On Openlandz.ae you will find detailed description about 
land for sale. At Openland.ae buyers can have convenient 
and efficient search experience with just one single 
search query and owners can get the best exposure for 
their property, reduce competitive tension and increase 
the chances of a faster sale.

Visit Labourcampz.ae for a number of listings with 
reference to selling/buying of labour camps in Dubai. 
The portal features easy web navigation for your 
specific search along with offering available labour 
accommodation in diverse locations.,all labour camp 
listings are put up with detailed insight enabling you to 
make an apt choice with no trouble. Labour camp owners 
can effortlessly list all their properties at Labourcampz.
ae and this can accelerate their chance of rent and sell 
out their labour accommodation buildings at a
faster pace.

Warehouze.ae is a one stop destination for all your 
warehouse requirements; has different types of storage, 
commercial & Industrial warehouses for sale and rent 
option and caters to the warehouse needs of all types 
of businesses, Warehouze.ae has commercial property 
space close to 4.2 million sq ft for sale and leasing, with 
unit sizes ranging from 2,000 to 500,000 sq ft. Choosing 
the right warehouse that meets your precise requirement 
from a plethora of warehouses is tiresome; therefore the 
portal provides a strategic platform for all warehouse 
owners and buyers to easily engage and discover the 
best solution to buy/sell quickly. If you are looking to
buy a warehouse or want a warehouse on lease for your 
business then warehouze.ae will offer you good deals at 
competitive price.

labourcampz.ae

warehouze.ae

openlandz.ae

Categorizing real estate
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